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Abstract

Since ����� exactly �� years ago� Mike Powell has published more than �� papers
in approximation theory� initially mostly on univariate approximations and then�
focussing especially on radial basis functions� also on multivariate methods� A high	
light of his work is certainly his book Approximation theory and methods� published
by CUP in ��
�� that summarizes and extends much of his work on ��� ��� �� theory
and methods� splines� polynomial and rational approximation etc� It is still one of
the best available texts on univariate approximation theory� In this short article we
attempt to introduce part of Mike�s work� with special emphasis on splines in one
dimension on the one hand and radial basis functions on the other hand� Only a
selection of his papers can be considered� and we are compelled to leave out all of
his many software contributions� which for Mike are an integral part of his research
work� be it for the purpose of establishing new or better methods for approximation
or for making them more accessible to the general public through library systems�
We subdivide this chapter into three parts ������	approximation� rational approxi	
mation splines multivariate �radial basis function� approximation� although this is
in variance with the spirit of many of Mike�s articles which often establish beautiful
links between di�erent themes �e�g� optimization and ��	approximation�� As will be
seen� many of the papers contain optimal results in the sense that constants in error
estimates are best �or the best ones known�� have also often surprising novelty and
always clearly de�ned goals� One further important contribution that we cannot
describe here is Mike�s guidance for the seven dissertations in approximation theory
that were written under his supervision�

In a second chapter� Mike�s contributions to optimization are reviewed with a spe	
cial emphasis on the historical development of the subject and the impact of Mike�s
work on it�
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�� A brief review of M�J�D� Powell�s work in univariate and multivariate

approximation theory

We commence with his work on univariate approximation�

��� ������approximation� rational approximation�

Mike
s work on these topics begins with contributions to best polynomial approximation
step� A particular concern of his is their e�cient computation� e�g� with the Remez or
exchange� algorithm� In his paper with Alan Curtis ������ the exchange algorithm for best
�� approximation from �nite dimensional especially polynomial� spaces is studied with
a view to its convergence properties� In particular� formulas for �rst and second partial
derivatives of

max
x�xi

i���������n

jfx�� �x� ��� � � � � �n� j

are given with respect to the reference points xi� i � �� �� � � � � n� where f is to be approxi�
mated from f�x� ��� � � � � �n�j�i � lR� i � �� �� � � � � ng� If� for instance the �rst and second
derivatives are zero� the required stationary points are reached with quadratic convergence
rate when the reference prints are moved one at a time� In other words� conditions are
given in this paper under which the exchange algorithm is particularly e�cient�

A year later� in the same journal� there appeared a paper �	�� that considers error estimates
of polynomial approximation� Lebesgue numbers norm of the interpolation operator
for polynomial interpolation� are used to show that the maximum error of interpolation
is always within a factor independent of f� a multiple of the least maximum error�
Chebyshev points on an interval are demonstrated as a good choice of interpolation points�
The same analysis is also applied to best least�squares approximation� In the following
work �	��� properties of optimal knot positions for the latter approximation method are
studied�

Rational� rather than polynomial� �� approximation is the subject of a joint paper with
Barrodale and Roberts ���� where it is shown that the ordinary di�erential correction
ODC� algorithm is� surprisingly� in various senses better than the modi�ed one that is
more often used� The ODC is employed to �nd a best �� approximation by P�Q� P � lPm�
Q � lPn� on the basis of points X � fx�� x�� � � � � xNg� where Qxi� � � �i � �� 	� � � � � N �
Although the maximum error �k over X may tend to �� in the course of the algorithm�
where Pk� Qk are computed from Pk�� and Qk�� by minimizing

max
i���������N

jfxi�Qxi�� P xi�j ��k��Qxi�

Qk��xi�
�

the problem need not have a solution P �� Q� with the required properties for which �� is
attained� However� convergence Pk � P �� Qk � Q� is proved in ���� when N � n�m���
The best approximation exists and satis�es the normalization condition max

i
jqij � ��

�Numbers in square brackets refer to the general list of M�J�D� Powell�s publications�
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Here� the qi are the coe�cients of Q� Furthermore� the minimization procedure involved is
a linear programming problem� and quadratic convergence of the coe�cients is established�
Incidentally� this is a beautiful link between approximation theory and an application of
an optimization speci�cally� here� linear programming� method� four more of which we
will encounter below�

Often� we �nd surprising novelties in his papers at points where nothing new was ex�
pected� Examples will be in his work on radial basis functions outlined below� but also
the problem dealt with in the last paragraph was revisited for new results in ������ There�
general rational approximations are considered� i�e� ones where the numerator and the
denominator need no longer be polynomial� However� it is sensible to restrict them to
�nite dimensional spaces� G and H say� and the denominator should be from the set
H� �� fh � H jh � �� khk � �g which is assumed to be non empty� and k � k is a
prescribed norm�

Again� the unmodi�ed� ordinary ODC algorithm is analyzed and superlinear convergence
is shown if the best approximation with respect to k � k exists and is unique and if �k �
��� If infQn � � and no unique best approximation exists� an example of just linear
convergence is given� even if Pk and Qk tend to a unique limit for k � �� Thus the
former result is optimal with respect to its hypotheses� It is well�known that the best
approximation may not exist uniquely even if �k � �� but infQk � �� although Pk
and Qk may have a unique limit� Another approach to solve this problem� that has been
suggested elsewhere� is to restrict Qk away from zero� Qk � � � �� where � is independent
of k� during the algorithm�

Another link between approximation and optimization occurs in �� theory� In ����� a
linear programming test for �� optimality of an approximation is given� It consists of a
�nite number of linear inequalities and is therefore suitable for the application of an LP
method� These inequalities are expressed in terms of the original data� which is highly
suitable for practical computations of best �� approximations� Those approximations have
been� incidentally� much neglected elsewhere in the literature� with the exception of A�
Pinkus
 excellent book on �� approximations� The characterization theorem is best stated
explicitly� We let X be a discrete �nite set� CX� be the set of functions that are de�ned
on X�A � CX� an n�dimensional subspace� Furthermore� we let Z � fzjgnj�� � X be
the zero set with n elements of the function sx� � fx�� ��x�� where f � CX� is the
function to be approximated� �� � A� Then �� is best �� approximant to f if and only if
the following inequalities hold�

��� X
x�XnZ

sign sx� �ix�
��� 	 � �i �

where �i � A satisfy �izj� � 	ij� i � �� � � � � n� There are many advantages to using ��
approximations in practice and this paper is a concrete aid to their application�

Finally in this subsection we mention the articles ��	��� ��	��� where approximants to
discrete noisy data are constructed to obtain either piecewise monotonicity of the data

	



or convexity� Precisely� if� for instance� at most k monotone sections of the data are
desired k is prescribed� and n univariate� data are given� the k optimal breakpoints
and the least changes to the data are computed in �n� � kn log n� operations� �Least
changes� is understood in the sense of a global sum of squares of changes� The special
cases k � �� 	 give the minimum complexity On�� The principal advancement in this
work is the substantial reduction of the number of data that need be considered when
�nding the optimal breakpoints� A recursive method is applied with respect to k� and
certain subsets of the data have to be used in the computation at each stage�

In ��	��� the least sum of squares of changes to the data is sought to achieve convexity�
The method uses the iterative optimization algorithm of Goldfarb and Idnani� for which
a starting value is computed in On� operations� Precisely� the statement of the convex�
ity constraints in terms of second divided di�erences of the data gives rise to a strictly
convex quadratic programming problem which is subsequently solved by the above al�
gorithm� Mike
s talk at the conference celebrating his ��th birthday this year was also
closely related to this topic� In ����� similar questions are considered with respect to the
least uniform change to the data� Algorithms are given to compute the least maximum
change to the data in order to achieve monotonicity� piecewise monotonicity� or piecewise
convex�concave data�

���� Splines

In this subsection� a short summary of some of Mike
s work on splines is presented�
The best source to this work is generally his book ���� where much attention is given
to polynomial splines� B�splines� spline interpolation and convergence properties� but we
extract his work here from the papers �	��� ��	� and �����

Cubic splines are considered in �	�� and they are employed for the purpose of providing
least squares approximations with weights� The main purpose of the article is an analysis
of the locality of the least squares approximation by splines� The �nite number of� knots
�h� � � ZZ
���M �� say� of the spline are equidistant with spacing h and the weight function
is h�periodic and nonnegative� Using recurrence relations� the fundamental functions
for this spline approximation problem are computed where� for simplicity� the knots are
assumed to be all �h� � � ZZ� They decay exponentially unless the weight is concentrated
solely at the midpoints between the knots by a 	�function h � 	x� �

� h� precisely� by its

h�periodisation�� The fastest decay of 	�p���� �� ��� is obtained when the weight is
concentrated at the knots� by h � 	x�� A further consideration is given to the case when
the weighted ���norm is augmented by the sum of squares of the coe�cients cj where the
spline is sx� �

PM
j�� cjx � jh��� plus a cubic polynomial� and this augmentation may

again be weighted by a positive factor 
� Indeed� by employing this factor� the localisation
of the spline
s dependence on the data can be strengthened� and also the best 
 is given for
the most unfavourable choice of the weight function in the least squares integral� namely
h � 	x � �

� h�� when the knots are still presumed to be integer multiples of h � �� The
fundamental function centred at � for the best approximation using that weight function
and 
 is shown to diminish as ��������� when its argument is �h� � � ZZ� This damping
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term can also give uniqueness of the best approximant� which may otherwise be lost
when the weight function is not periodic� Moreover� di�erences of the approximant are
considered� e�g� if the eighth derivative of the approximand is bounded� they are Oh��
and if f � lP�� the error is zero except for dependencies at the ends of the range� when
the approximand and approximant are de�ned on a �nite interval�

In �	��� the norm of the spline interpolation operator is estimated as well as the deteri�
oration of the localisation of the fundamental functions when the degree of the splines
becomes larger� In ��	�� least squares approximations to discrete data� and in particular
an adaptive method for computing them when the knots are allowed to move are con�
sidered and we describe the approach in some detail now� These papers re�ect Mike
s
interest in smoothing techniques� just like the articles discussed at the end of the previous
subsection� which are highly relevant to many applications�

In ��	�� as in �	��� a weighted sum of squares of the discrete error plus a smoothing term is
to be minimized by a cubic spline� whose knots are to be determined� The smoothing term
is itself a weighted sum of squares� namely of the coe�cients of the truncated third powers
that appear in the spline� those coe�cients re�ect the contribution of the third derivative
discontinuities of the spline and their size is therefore a measure of its smoothness� Mike
makes a distinction between knots and gnots of the spline in this paper� the latter being
added whenever there is a trend found in the residual the error function at the data
ordinates�� The test for trends is applied locally between the current gnots� The former
knots are added so that the total distribution of the splines breakpoints remains balanced
in a certain sense even if gnots are accumulating� Particular attention is given to the
weights in the smoothing expression which depend on the distance of knots and gnots and
on the weighted sum of squares of the residuals� We recall from �	�� that the smoothing
term can also cause the approximation to depend more locally on the data�

Another view of optimal knot positions� now for plain� unweighted least�squares approx�
imation� is presented in the theoretical work �	��� Splines of degree n with N knots are
studied and the goal is to minimize

Z b

a
fx�� sx��� dx �

where the function f � L��a� b� is bounded� A necessary condition for the optimality of a
knot xj is Z b

a
fx� ec	n��
j x� dx � � �

where ecj is the spline of degree 	n�� with simple knots a � x� � x� � � � � � xN � b and
an extra knot at xj� which satis�es the Hermite conditions

ec	p
j a� � ec	p
j b� � � 	 p 	 n �

ecjx�� � � � � 	 � 	 N �

ec�jxj� � � �
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The above condition is a consequence of the orthogonality of ec	n��
j to all splines with
knots x� � x� � � � � � xN and an explicit expression for the n�fold integral of the
approximation
s error function evaluated at xj� A suitable minimization algorithm is
available from ��� for minimizing the error functional with respect to the varying knots�
An essential tool in deriving the above condition is the application of integration by
parts in order to reformulate orthogonality relations with splines to point evaluations of
splines of higher degree� The article �	�� is one of the �rst papers where this highly useful
technique is used�

In the ����
s� the optimal interpolation problem was widely discussed� In particular�
much attention was paid to �nding the least pointwise error bound using a multiple that
is to be determined pointwise� of kf 	k
k�� k prescribed� Here f is the function to be
approximated� of su�cient smoothness� and k � k� is the uniform norm over the interval
where f is de�ned� Hence an approximant s and a function c are sought� where c is
smallest for every x while satisfying

jfx�� sx�j 	 cx� kf 	k
k� �

and s should be a linear combination of the given values of f at fxigmi��� m � k� in the
interval� the coe�cients depending on x of course� It turns out that s is a spline of degree
k � � with m � k knots� and so is c� This is identi�ed in ���� jointly with P� Ga�ney by
solving the problem �rst for kf 	k
k� � M � i�e� a �xed value� by

s � sM �
�

�
ux�M� � �x�M��

c � cM �
�

�M
jux�M�� �x�M�j �

Here u and � are de�ned by

�k

�xk
u � 	ux��

�k

�xk
� � 	�x� �

and 	�� 	u are the piecewise constant functions with j	uj � j	�j � k	uk� � k	�k� � M
and have m� k sign changes consistent with the signs of the data� Their signs alternate�
beginning with �� for 	u and �� for 	�� and their discontinuity points have to be computed
by solving a certain nonlinear system of equations� The �nal s and c are thus obtained
by letting M ���

In ���� a review of bivariate approximation tools is given� mostly tensor product methods�
according to the state�of�the�art at the time� where not just point interpolation� but
general linear operators are considered� e�g� least�squares approximation is considered�
Also irregular data receive attention� Mike especially discusses weighted local least square
approximation by piecewise linears� considers triangulations of domains in two dimensions�
etc� A new state�of�the�art conference has taken place this year ����� in York� and Mike
spoke again on multivariate approximation� It is interesting to compare the two papers
� twenty years apart � and observe the development of the subject� Indeed� in the new
paper there is much more attention given to general multivariate tools� albeit only for

 



interpolation� Most of the work reviewed concerns radial functions which we describe
in the following section� Piecewise linears and higher order polynomials are discussed in
connection with algorithms for generating Delauney triangulations� Local interpolation
schemes� such as Shepard
s method and its generalisations are mentioned too� as are
moving least squares and natural neighbourhood interpolants�

The article ���� deserves an especially prominent mentioning because the Powell�Sabin�
split is very well�known and much used in the CAGD and �nite element communities�
The theme of that paper is the creation of a globally continuously di�erentiable piecewise
quadratic surface on a triangulation� Function values and derivatives are given at the
vertices of each triangle of a partition� In order to have the necessary number of degrees
of freedom� each triangle is subdivided into six or twelve� subtriangles which require
additional� interior C� conditions� In total� the number of degrees of freedom turns out to
be precisely right nine� in the six subtriangle case� extra degrees of freedom can be taken
up by prescribing also normals on edges which may be computed by linear interpolation
in an approximation� How are the interior subtriangles selected! In the six subtriangle
case� that is the one most often referred to as the Powell�Sabin�element� one takes the
edges of the interior triangles from the midpoints of the edges of the big triangle to its
circumcentre� The triangles are required to be always acute� In other words� the midpoint
inside the big triangle is the intersection of the normals at the midpoints of the edges� This
ensures that the midpoint inside the big triangle lies in the plane spanned by the points
exactly between it and the edge
s midpoint� which is needed for the interior C� continuity�
As indicated above� extra degrees of freedom are there when the twelve triangle split is
used and thus� e�g�� the condition that all triangles of the triangulation be acute may be
dropped� This paper is just another case where Mike
s work and� of course� that of his
co�authors� although most of his papers he has written alone� initiated a large amount of
lasting interest in research and applications� Another example displaying much foresight
is his work on radial basis functions that we will describe in the next section�

���� Radial basis functions

Mike Powell was and still is one of the main driving forces behind the research into
radial basis functions� It indeed turned out to be a most successful and fruitful area�
leading to many advances in theory and applications� Much of the interest within the
mathematical community was stimulated by Mike
s �rst review paper ����� that discusses
recent developments in this new �eld� It addresses the nonsingularity properties of the
interpolation matrices f�kxi � xjk��gmi�j�� for interpolation at distinct points xj � lRn�

where �r� � r or �r� � e�r
�

or �r� �
p
r� � c�� c a positive parameter� Indeed� for

any n and m� those matrices are always nonsingular� admitting unique solvability of the
pointwise interpolation problem from the linear space spanned by �k � �xjk��� Proofs
of these results are provided and examples of singularity are given for ��norms and ��
norms replacing the Euclidean norm� It is incidentally indicated in that paper that Mike
s
interest in radial basis function methods was stimulated by the possibility of using them
to provide local approximations to functions required within optimization algorithms�
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Motivated by these remarkable nonsingularity results� at �rst two of Mike
s research
students worked in this �eld� their early results being summarized in ������ Their work
concentrated initially on the question whether polynomials are contained in the linear
spaces spanned by multi�� integer translates of the radial basis function �r� �

p
r� � c��

where the underlying space is lRn� For odd n � �� all polynomials of degree n were shown
to exist in those spaces for c � �� For n � �� c � �� the same was shown for linear
polynomials� In both cases� the polynomials p are generated by quasi�interpolation

px� �
X
j�ZZn

pj� x� j� � x � lRn �

where  is a �nite linear combination of integer translates of those radial basis functions�
The �rst task is to show that  exist which decay su�ciently fast to render the above
in�nite sum absolutely convergent when p is a polynomial� Since this means also that they
are local� convergence order results on scaled grids hZZn follow as well� albeit their proofs
made muchmore complicated by the lack of compact support of  only algebraic decay in
comparison to the compact support of multivariate splines�� This work� in turn� motivated
��		� where such  are used to compute fundamental Lagrange functions for interpolation
on �nite� cardinal grids� A Gauss�Seidel type algorithm is used to invert the matrix
fj � k�g� where j and k range over a �nite subset of ZZn� The matrix is amenable
to this approach because the  decay in fact quite fast linked to the aforementioned
polynomial recovery�� Faster computation can be obtained by working out  as a linear
combination of translates of the multiquadric function explicitly� There is even a link
in this work with an optimization package ����� that Mike wrote� because the absolute
sum of the o��diagonal elements of the Gauss�Seidel matrix was minimized subject to
a normalization condition and the coe�cient constraints that give algebraic decay� The
�rst step from equally�spaced centres to nonequally�spaced ones was taken again by Mike
Powell in ��	��� where a careful study of the univariate spaces generated by multiquadric
translates led to a creation of quasi�interpolants by such radial functions with nonequally
spaced xj in one dimension� The spaces created by the radial function
s translates and
by the s are quite di�erent both are completely described in ��	��� and the latter is
shown to contain all linear polynomials� Central to this work is the description of the 
functions that generate the quasi�interpolants by the Peano kernel theorem� the Peano
kernel being the second derivative of the multiquadric function�

Focussing further on multiquadric interpolation� Mike studied in ����� its approximational
accuracy on the unit interval when the centres are h � j� j � �� � � � �m� where c � h �
��m� Accuracy for Lipschitz continuous f of Oh� is established when h � �� A key
ingredient to his error estimate� which is valid uniformly on the whole interval� is a careful
consideration of the size of the elements of the interpolation matrix
 inverse� including
the boundary elements� If two conditions on f � at � and � are satis�ed additionally� then
Oh�� accuracy can be shown�

The work of ��	�� has been carried further by Beatson and Powell ����� by studying three
di�erent quasi�interpolants with non�equally spaced xj� The �rst quasi�interpolant is in
the m � ���dimensional space spanned by f�� � xj�gmj�� � fconstant functionsg� The
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second is in the space spanned just by the m translates of �� Quasi�interpolant number
three is in the same space� enlarged by linear polynomials� The orders of accuracy obtained
for the three quasi�interpolants are � � h��c��f h�� �f being the modulus of continuity
of f and h � max��j�mxj � xj���� cfjfx�� � fxm�jgxm�x���� � � � h��c��f h� and

�
�
L
�
c�� � 	 log� � xm � x���c�� �

�
�
h�
�
�

respectively� For the last estimate� f � is assumed to satisfy a Lipschitz condition with the
Lipschitz constant L�

Of course� this quasi�interpolant is the most interesting one which provides the best i�e�
second order except for the log c term� accuracy� Still� the other quasi�interpolants deserve
attention too� The second one because as it is an approximant from the space spanned
only by translates of the multiquadric function� This can be considered a very natural
space� because one usually interpolates from just that space� Finally� the �rst one deserves
attention because it can be written as

sx� � const �
mX
j��

�j�x� xj�� x � �x�� xm��

with an extra condition to take up the additional degree of freedom

mX
j��

�j � � �

This is the form that corresponds naturally to the variational formulation of radial basis
function approximants such as the thin plate spline approximants�

In ������ the results of ����� are extended by considering interpolation with centres and
data points as previously� using translates of the multiquadric function plus a general
linear polynomial� The multiquadric parameter c is always a positive multiple of h� In
the article� various ways to take up these extra degrees of freedom in such a way that
superlinear convergence oh� is obtained are suggested the authors conjecture that this
is in fact Oh��� as supported by numerical evidence and the results of the previous
paragraph�� If the added linear polynomial is zero� then one cannot obtain more than
Oh� convergence for general twice�di�erentiable functions unless the function satis�es
boundary conditions� If a constant is added to the multiquadric approximant and the
extra degree of freedom is taken up by requiring that the coe�cients of the multiquadric
functions sum to zero�� then superlinear convergence to twice continuously di�erentiable
f is obtained if and only if f ��� � f ��� � �� If a linear polynomial is added and
additionally to the display above

Pm
j�� �jxj � � is required� then superlinear convergence

to f � C���� ��� is obtained if and only if f ��� � f ��� � f�� � f���

Apart from providing these necessary and su�cient conditions for superlinear convergence�
Beatson and Powell suggest several new ways to take up the extra degrees of freedom
in such a way that superlinear convergence is always obtained for twice continuously
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di�erentiable approximands� there is a proof that this is indeed the case for one of the
methods put forward� They include interpolating f � at � and �� interpolating f at �

�
h and

�� �
�h� and minimizing the sum of squares of interpolation coe�cients� The latter is the

choice for which superlinear convergence is proved�

In ���	�� Mike
s opus magnum� he summarizes and explains many recent developments�
including nonsingularity results for interpolation� polynomial reproduction and approxi�
mation order results for quasi�interpolation and Lagrange�interpolation on cardinal grids
for classes of radial basis functions� including all of the ones mentioned above and thin
plate splines �r� � r� log r� inverse reciprocal� multiquadrics� and several others� The
localisation of Lagrange functions for cardinal interpolation is considered in great detail
and several improvements of known approximation order results are given� Much like his
earlier review papers and his book� this work also does not just summarize his and other
authors
 work� but o�ers simpli�cations� more clarity in the exposition and improvements
of results�

A further nice connection between approximation and optimization techniques can be
found in ����� where approximants s � lR� � lR� are considered that are componentwise
thin�plate splines� The goal is to �nd a mapping between two regions in lR�� where certain
control points and control curves are mapped to prescribed positions� Mapping control
points to points with the TPS method is not hard� but a curve must be discretised and
it is not clear whether the discretization is the same in the image region even though the
curve retains its shape� Because TPS yields the interpolant of minimal second derivatives
in the least�squares sense� there is already one optimizing feature in that approach� In
this article� Mike uses once more the universal algorithm ����� to determine the optimal
positions of the discrete points on the curve in the image� The idea is to minimize again
the semi�norm of the interpolant which consists of the sum of the square�integrals of
its second partial derivatives but now with respect to the positions of the points of the
discretised curve� Precisely� if fi� gi� i � �� 	� � � � �m� are the required image values� the
semi�norm of the TPS interpolant turns out to be

� ��fi�
T "fi� � ��gi�

T "gi� �

where " � f�kxj � xkk��gmj�k��� �r� � r� log r� and xi are the points in the original

domain in lR��

If we only want to map points into points� i�e�

fxigmi�� � ffi� gi�gmi�� �

then � is the minimal value of the semi�norm that can be obtained� If� for simplicity�
all of the fxigmi�� originate from the discretization of the curve in the original domain�
� can again be minimized with respect to the fi� gi�� subject to those points lying on
the given curve in the image domain� In particular� they should lie in the same order
on the curve as the fxigmi�� which gives linear inequality constraints to the optimization
procedure� It is useful to write the points in a parametric form for this purpose�
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In ������ the most general with respect to the choice of the domain of convergence� results
with regard to the convergence of thin�plate splines are obtained� There are several prior
articles about convergence of thin�plate spline interpolants to scattered data on domains
in lR�� but the domains have always been required to have at least Lipschitz continuous
boundaries� Mike succeeds in proving convergence within any bounded domain� The
speed of convergence shown is within a factor of log h h being the largest minimum
distance between interpolation points and any points in the domain�� the same as the
best of earlier results� On top of this� he gets the best multiplicative constants for the
error estimates for interpolation on a line or within a square or a triangle� i�e� when
we measure the error of thin�plate interpolation between two� three or four data points�
where in the latter case� they form a square� The log h term is due to the fact that the
point x where we measure the error need not be in the convex hull of the centres though
it does need to be in their h�neighbourhood� due to the de�nition of h��

At the time of writing this article� Mike
s latest work considers the e�cient solution of
the thin�plate spline interpolation problem for a large volume of data� A closely related
problem is the e�cient evaluation of a given linear combination sx� of translates of
kxk� log kxk many times� e�g� for the rendering on a computer screen� These two is�
sues are related because the conditional positive de�niteness of the interpolation matrix
makes the CG conjugate gradients� algorithm a suitable tool to solve the interpolation
equations� And� of course� the CG algorithm needs many function evaluations of sx��
One approach for evaluating sx� uses truncated Laurent expansions ������ ����� of the
thin plate splines and collecting several terms kx � xjk� log kx � xjk for kxjk �� kxk
into one expression in order to minimize the number of evaluations of the logarithm� a
computationally expensive task� A principal part of the work involved with this idea is
deciding which of the kx�xjk� log kx�xjk are lumped together� When done e�ciently�
however� the cost of this� plus the approximation of the lumps by single truncated Laurent
expansions� is Olog m� for m centres plus Om logm� set�up cost� small in comparison
to at least ��m operations for direct evaluation�

Another approach for computing thin plate spline interpolants e�ciently by Mike Powell
and collaborators uses local Lagrange functions� i�e� Lagrange functions Lj centred at
xj� say� that satisfy the Lagrange conditions Ljxk� � 	jk only for several xk near to
xj� The approximant is then constructed by a multigrid�type algorithm that exploits
the observation that these local Lagrange functions are good approximations to the full
Lagrange functions� This is in recognition of the fact that� at least if the data form
an in�nite regular grid� the full Lagrange functions decay exponentially� i�e� are very
well localized� Therefore it is feasible to compute the interpolant by an iterative method
which at each stage makes a correction to the residual by subtracting multiples of those
local Lagrange functions� The iteration attempts to reduce the residual by subtractingPm

i��sxi� � fi� Lix� from s� where Li are the local Lagrange functions and s is the
previous approximation to the thin�plate spline interpolant� It turns out that the iteration
converges in many test cases� because the spectral radius of the iteration matrix associated
with this procedure is less than �� In a later paper ������ a slightly di�erent approach is
used where the coe�cient of each kx� xjk� log kx� xjk is approximated in each step of
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the iteration by a multiple of the leading coe�cient of a local Lagrange function Lix�
the multiplier being the residual fi � sxi��� Therefore the correcting term to a prior
approximation is now

mX
i��

kx� xik� log kx� xik
X
j�Li

�ij�sxj�� fj� �

where Li � f�� 	� � � � �mg is the set of centres used for the local Lagrange function Li and
�ij are its coe�cients� This correction is performed iteratively until the required accuracy
is obtained� The multigrid idea comes into play in this method as an inner iteration within
each stage of the updating algorithm already described� Namely the above iterations are
expected to remove the very high frequency components from the error� Therefore� there
is now an inner iteration like a �ne to coarse sweep of multigrid� where the set of centres
is thinned out consecutively� and the updates as above are performed on the thinner sets�
until just few centres are left which have not yet been considered� For those centres
the correction then consists of solving the interpolation problem exactly� A remarkable
observation is that the number of such iterations to obtain a prescribed accuracy seems
to depend only weakly on the number of data�

�� The Contributions of Mike Powell to Optimization

I �rst came across Mike when I was a PhD student at the University of Leeds� I had been
fortunate enough to come across a report of Bill Davidon on a variable metric method
strange words to me in those days�� Having established that it was much better than
anything currently available� I had dashed o� a short paper which I was about to send
to the Computer Journal� then the prime outlet in the UK for articles on numerical
analysis� At the same time Mike was booked to give us a seminar on what was probably
his �rst method for unconstrained minimization� This by the way was a ingenious way of
obtaining quadratic termination in a gradient method� which however was already about
to be superseded� A week before the seminar� Mike phoned and asked if he could change
his title� he had come across a report of a much better method that he would like to talk
about� Typically Mike had extracted the essentials of the method from the mass of detail
in Davidon
s �ow sheets� and had also implemented it on the IBM machine at Harwell
which was much faster than our modest Ferranti Pegasus at Leeds� When he heard of
my interest in the method� he generously o�ered to pool his work with mine� We added
some more things on conjugacy and such� and so was born the DFP paper ���� Mike was
also instrumental in promulgating the good news� he stood up at a meeting in London
where speakers were elaborating on the di�culties of minimizing functions of �� variables
and told them that he had coded a method which had solved problems in ��� variables
without di�culty� Of course this revolutionized the discipline and this type of method
but with the BFGS formula� is still the method of choice to this day�

Since that time our paths have crossed many times� most notably when Mike recruited
me to work at Harwell from ���� to ����� Although this led to only one other joint
publication� I very much bene�tted from discussing my work with him� and he was es�
pecially good at exposing weak arguments or suggesting useful theoretical and practical
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possibilities� Also we made a formidable partnership at table football#� I remember an
incident when I �rst arrived at Harwell and was telling him of some code in which I had
used double precision accumulation of scalar products� His reply was something along
the lines of �� � �why bother with that� if an algorithm is numerically stable you should
not need to use double precision in order to get adequate accuracy� � ��� I think that this
is good advice in the sense that you learn much about an algorithm when you develop
it in single precision� which hopefully can be used to good e�ect in improving numerical
stability at any level of precision� Apropos of this� I hear that the recent Ariane rocket
disaster was caused by a software error arising from the use of double precision �oating
point arithmetic� emphasizing how important it is to pay attention to errors arising from
�nite precision�

A lot of interest� particularly in the mid Sixties� centred on methods for unconstrained
minimization without derivatives� and Mike published an important paper ��� in this area
in ����� I recently listened to a review paper crediting Mike with discovering in this paper
how to obtain quadratic termination with line searches without evaluating derivatives� In
fact this idea dates back to a report due to Smith in ���	� which Mike used as the
basis of his paper� Mike
s contribution was to extend the algorithm by including extra
line searches which would be unnecessary in the quadratic case� but would enable the
method to work more e�ectively for nonquadratic functions� whilst retaining termination
for quadratics� An important feature was the manipulation of a set of �pseudo�conjugate
directions� with a criterion to prevent these directions from becoming linearly dependent�
In practice however it turned out to be very di�cult to beat the DFP algorithm and
later the BFGS algorithm� with �nite di�erence approximations to derivatives� much
to Mike
s and other people
s� disappointment� Recently derivative�free methods have
become fashionable again� with Mike in the forefront of this research �� ��� He has again
emphasized the importance of adequately modelling the problem functions� as against
using heuristic methods like Nelder and Mead which are still well used despite their
obvious disadvantages� His ideas also include a criterion to keep interpolation points from
becoming coplanar� which harks back to his ���� paper�

As methods developed� interest switched away from quadratic termination� towards prov�
ing global and local termination results� Here Mike
s own contribution has been immense�
and I shall say more about this in what follows� Moreover results obtained by subsequent
researchers often use techniques of proof developed by him� Nonetheless Mike also has his
feet on the ground and is aware of the importance of good performance on test problems
and in real applications� I was struck by a phrase of his from an early paper that the
performance of a method of his �� � �can best be described as lively� � ��#� Mike is also
very good at constructing examples which illustrate the de�ciencies in algorithms and so
help rectify them� For example the Gauss�Newton method for nonlinear least squares
and hence Newton
s method for equations� with an �� line search was a popular method�
especially in the early days� A so�called convergence proof existed� and the method was
often used with the con�dence of a good outcome� The small print in the proof that
the computed search direction s should be bounded was not usually given much thought�
although it was known that convergence could be slow if the Jacobian matrix was rank de�
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�cient at the solution� Mike showed that the situation was much more serious by devising
an example for which� in exact arithmetic� the algorithm converges to a non�stationary
point� This led Mike to suggest his dog�leg algorithm ���� here his enthusiasm for golf is
seen� in which the search trajectory consists of step along the steepest descent direction�
followed by a step to the Newton point� The inclusion of the steepest descent component
readily allows convergence to a stationary point to be proved� an idea that was much
copied in subsequent research�

This leads me on to talk about trust region methods and it was interesting that there
was some discussion at the birthday conference as to the historical facts� Of course the
idea of modifying the Hessian by a multiple of a unit matrix� so as to induce a bias
towards steepest descent� appears in the much referenced papers by Levenberg and by
Marquardt� Marquardt gives the equivalence with minimizing the model on a ball� and
attributes it to Morrison in ����� Mike
s contribution� which also �rst appears in ����
and then in ����� is to use the step restriction as a primary heuristic� rather than as a
consequence of adding in a multiple of the unit matrix� Also Mike suggests the now well
accepted test for increasing and decreasing the radius of the ball� based on the ratio of
actual to predicted reduction in the objective function� Thus the framework which Mike
proposed is what is now very much thought of as the prototypical trust region method�
The term trust region was only coined some years later� possibly by John Dennis� In
passing� the paper ���� was also notable for the introduction of what came to be known as
the PSB Powell�Symmetric�Broyden� updating formula� derived by an elegant iterative
process� The variational properties of this formula were discovered a little later by John
Greenstadt� and subsequently lead to the important work on the sparse PSB algorithm
by Philippe Toint� who generously acknowledges Mike
s contribution�

Talking about the value of small examples reminds me of another case where Mike re�
moves the last shred of respectability from an algorithm� The idea of minimization by
searching along the coordinate directions in turn dates back who knows when� and is
known to exhibit slow convergence in practice� Mike
s example ���� showed that it could
also converge in exact arithmetic to a non�stationary point� and this removed the last
reason for anyone being tempted to use the algorithm�

Without doubt� the conjecture that attracted the most interest in the ����
s was that of
whether the DFP algorithm could converge to a non�stationary point� Mike accepted a
bet of � shilling ���� � with Philip Wolfe that he Mike� would solve the problem by
some date� Although the method is a descent method� the result is anything but trivial�
since the Hessian approximation may become singular or unbounded in the limit� Mike
�nally produced a convergence proof for strictly convex functions and exact line searches
����� that was a tour�de�force of analysis� I remember checking through it for him� a job
which took me several days and left me thoroughly daunted at the complexity of what had
been achieved� Mike later went on to prove ��	� that the BFGS algorithm would converge
for convex functions and an inexact line search� a more elegant result that has in�uenced
most subsequent work on this topic� The conjecture is still open for non�convex functions�
so someone can still make a name for themselves here�
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Another issue over many years has been to discuss the relative merits of di�erent formulae
in the Broyden family� particularly the DFP and BFGS formulae� Great excitement
was caused at a Dundee meeting in ���� when Lawrence Dixon introduced� in a rather
peripheral way� his remarkable result for non�quadratic functions that all Broyden family
updates generate identical points if exact line searches are used� Mike could hardly believe
this and cross�examined Lawrence closely in question time� He then retired to his room
to determine whether or not the result was indeed true� Having ascertained that it was�
it is characteristic of Mike that he simpli�ed Lawrence
s proof and subsequently gave
great credit to Lawrence for having made the discovery� One phenomenon of particular
interest is the fact that for inexact line searches� the DFP formula can be much inferior
to the BFGS formula� and various not very convincing explanations were advanced� One
of my favourite Mike papers ����� is the one in which he analyses a very simple case of
a two�variable quadratic and does a worst case analysis� The solution of the resulting
recurrence relations is very neat� and comes out with a remarkably simple result about
how the DFP formula behaves� which I think provides a very convincing explanation of
the phenomenon�

Another fundamental algorithm is the conjugate gradient method� particularly in its form
Fletcher and Reeves� for nonquadratic optimization� Incidentally I would like to say
here that Colin Reeves was my supervisor and not� as someone once suggested� my Ph�D�
student# It was a great loss to numerical analysis when he decided to become a computer
scientist� and I had the greatest respect for his abilities� An important issue was the
relative merits of the Fletcher�Reeves and Polak�Ribi$ere formulae� Mike showed ����
that the PR formula was usually better in practice� but later ���� that the FR formula
allowed a global convergence result� a result later extended by Al�Baali to allow inexact
line searches� Mike also showed in ���� that the PR formula can fail to converge and
derived a remarkable counterexample with n � � in which the sequence fx	k
g is bounded
and has six accumulation points� none of which is stationary� However I think Mike
s
most telling result ���� is for quadratics� namely that if the method is started from an
arbitrary descent direction� then either termination occurs� or the rate of convergence is
linear� the latter possibility occurring with probability �� This is bad news for the use
of conjugate gradient methods in situations where the sequence must be broken� such as
active set methods or limited memory methods� since it forces a restart in order to avoid
linear convergence�

Turning to constrained optimization� Mike wrote an important paper ���� in ���� that
originated the idea of augmented Lagrangian penalty functions� at about the same time
as a related paper by Hestenes on multiplier methods� Mike introduced the idea in a
di�erent way by making shifts �i to the constraint functions� After each minimization
of the penalty function the shifts would be adjusted so as to get closer to the solution
of the constrained problem� I seem to remember a talk in which Mike described how
he was led to the idea when acting as a gunnery o�cer� presumably during a period of
national service� Adjusting the �i parameters is analogous to the adjustment in elevation
of a gun based on how close the previous shell lands from the target� One can have no
doubts that Mike
s gunnery crew would be the most successful in the whole battery# This
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method was a considerable improvement on the unshifted penalty function method� and
led to considerable interest� and indeed is still used as a merit function in some nonlinear
programming codes�

Mike also played an important part in the development of sequential quadratic program�
ming SQP� algorithms� Although the basic idea dates back to Wilson in ����� and had
been reviewed by Beale and others� the method had not attracted a great deal of interest�
This was due to various factors� such as a reluctance to use expensive QP subproblems�
the issue of how to update an approximation to the potentially inde�nite Hessian of the
Lagrangian� and what to do about infeasible QP subproblems� Mike ��	� published an
idea that handled the latter di�culty and got round the inde�nite Hessian problem by
ignoring it � or more accurately by suggesting a modi�cation of the BFGS formula that
could be used to update a positive de�nite approximation� However I think his great�
est contribution was to popularise the method which he did at conferences in ���� at
Dundee� Madison and Paris� His Madison paper ���� contained a justi�cation of the idea
of keeping a positive de�nite Hessian approximation� The term SQP was coined I think
at the Cambridge NATO ASI in ���� and the method has remained popular since that
time� and is now frequently used in applications� Mike also contributed to a paper ����
on the watchdog technique� a title which I suspect is due to Mike� which popularised one
way of avoiding di�culties such as the Maratos e�ect which might slow down the local
convergence of SQP�

Since the early days at Harwell� Mike has diligently provided computer code so that the
fullest use can be made of his ideas although his style of programming is not what one
might call structured#�� It was natural therefore that he should write a QP code to support
his SQP work� and he became a strong advocate ���	� of the ideas in the Goldfarb�Idnani
algorithm� These ideas also surfaced in his TOLMIN code for general linear constraint
programming ��	��� and his ideas for updating conjugate directions in the BFGS formula
������ The latter contains a particularly elegant idea for stacking up an ordered set of
conjugate directions in the working matrix Z as the algorithm proceeds� These ideas
may not have caught on to the same extent as other papers that he has written� perhaps
because they are not addressed towards large sparse calculations which are now attracting
most attention� Nonetheless they contain a fund of good ideas that merit study� However
Mike has made other contributions to sparse matrix algebra� including the CPR algorithm
� �� for estimating sparse Jacobian algorithms by �nite di�erences in a very e�cient way�
and an extension of the same idea �� � to sparse Hessian updates�

More recently Mike has con�rmed his ability to make advances in almost all areas of
optimization� The Karmarkar interior point method for linear programming has spawned
thousands of papers� but Mike nonetheless managed to make a unique contribution by
constructing an example ��	 � showing that the algorithm can perform very badly as the
number of constraints increases in a simple semi�in�nite programming problem� Mike also
continues to provoke the interior point community by his oft�expressed dislike for the need
to use logarithms as a means of solving linear programming problems# Despite holding
these views� Mike was nonetheless able to make an outstanding theoretical breakthrough
in the convergence analysis of the shifted log barrier method for linear programming ��� ��
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Much has been said about Mike as a formidable competitor in all that he he does� but I
would like to close with a little reminiscence that sheds a di�erent light� Mike has always
been a faithful supporter of our biennial Dundee conferences� and has contributed a great
deal to the success of these meetings� At one of these meetings� my Syrian Ph�D� student
Mehi Al�Baali was scheduled to give a talk on his work� As is the way of things for a
local Ph�D� student� he had been given a very unfavourable slot late on Friday afternoon�
Mike however had to travel abroad the next day and so was planning to leave earlier in
the afternoon to make the long � hour or so journey by road to Cambridge� to snatch a
few hours sleep before his �ight� However when he saw Mehi
s disappointment that he
would not be present at the talk� he immediately agreed to postpone his departure and
stay on a extra couple of hours or so for the talk� This is typical of the many kindnesses
that Mike has shown to others� and I shall always remember him for that gesture� Happy
birthday Mike#
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